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SciPy (2-D interpolation), 
pandas (correlating, resampling, and 

smoothing data)



Calculating correlations using .corr()



Changing the time resolution using .resample()



Smoothing data using .rolling() averages



Activity: detecting sea level rise from Florida tide gauge records

Google Doc with activities (also accessible from Canvas Modules or Google Drive folder): 

https://tinyurl.com/OCEAN215-Class15

https://tinyurl.com/OCEAN215-Class15


2-D interpolation (a.k.a. 2-D regridding)

For more information on regridding, see Climate Data Guide's "Regridding Overview"
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5. Methods on Arrays

5.1. Regridding and Change of Support

A common operation on array data is regridding: deriving values for grid cells that are not aligned
perfectly with the original grid cells. Regridding is particularly needed when data from different
sources are integrated [31–35] or models acting at different grid configurations are combined, as in the
CSDMS [4] or OpenMI [36] frameworks.

A utility that carries out regridding is gdalwarp, which is available as a binary executable and
an API call in the GDAL library. This utility has 12 methods for obtaining new grid cell values. Several
of these interpolate (nearest neighbour, bilinear, cubic, cubic spline, Lanczos windowed sinc [37]),
others aggregate points covered by the new cell (Figure 3, lower right) using as aggregation function
the average, mode, max, min, median, first quartile, or third quartile. None of the methods provides
the aggregation of intersecting grid cell sections, such as depicted in the lower-left of Figure 3.

Figure 3. Regridding: original values are available for the grid indicated by grey lines, new values are
required for the black lined grid (e.g., the red cell), or vice versa (e.g., the green cell). New cell values
can be calculated from the intersecting grid areas (lower left), intersecting grid cell centre points (lower
right), or using interpolation (e.g., from black cells or cell center points to the green cell).

Which regridding method is most appropriate primarily depends on the measurement scale [38]
of the regridded variable: if it is on a nominal scale (such as land use type), only nearest neighbour
and mode are meaningful. If the origin grid cells are considered as points, and are much larger than
the destination grid cells (Figure 3: regrid from the black to the grey cells) then interpolation methods
make sense. If the origin grid cells are much smaller and aggregate values over the target cells (black
cell in Figure 3) are needed, then aggregation methods make more sense. In any case, geostatistical
methods for regridding are preferred because they adopt and parametrise an explicit model for the
spatial variation of the variable being regridded [39,40]; they also allow for addressing grid points

Image credit: Lu et al. (2018)
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An irregular grid 
(lat and lon 
or other coordinates are usually 
2-D arrays)
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can be represented 
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https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data-tools-and-analysis/regridding-overview
https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/7/8/313


2-D interpolation in SciPy is a three-step process

x_coord = np.linspace(start,end,num_x_points)
y_coord = np.linspace(start,end,num_y_points)

x_grid,y_grid = np.meshgrid(x_coord,y_coord)

z_gridded = interpolate.griddata((x_flat,y_flat),
                                 z_flat,
                                 (x_grid,y_grid),
                                 method='linear')
API references: NumPy meshgrid() and SciPy griddata()

https://numpy.org/doc/stable/reference/generated/numpy.meshgrid.html
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.interpolate.griddata.html


Activity: interpolating scattered global tide gauge measurements

Google Doc with activities (also accessible from Canvas Modules or Google Drive folder): 

https://tinyurl.com/OCEAN215-Class15

https://tinyurl.com/OCEAN215-Class15

